5 best Photo Editor Apps for
your phone
Adobe apps
Adobe has released a plethora of editing tools over the past few years. Among
them are some of the best photo editing apps available. Some of the options include
Adobe Photoshop Express, Adobe Photoshop Mix, and Adobe Lightroom. Each of them
has a variety of features to help you get the job done. You'll be able to do simple things
like remove red-eye to edit RAW files taken from your smartphone or DSLR camera.
Adobe Lightroom, in particular, is updated fairly frequently with new features. The only
potential downside is that some of them require an Adobe Creative Cloud subscription to
use all the features. Those who already use Adobe CC should definitely just get those,
since they're included with a CC subscription anyway.

Selfie Sweet Camera Beauty Camera, Filters
Sweet Camera is a nice photography app with some pretty cool tricks. It turns
static photos into GIF-style images with a few simple swipes and taps. The effect works
best with things like water or clouds, but there are plenty of other examples to use as
well. Some other features include adding elements that weren't there before and overlays
that can enhance the atmosphere of a photo. This cannot be used to remove red-eye or
crop your photo. However, the ability to add some additional effects is quite nice. It’s
absolutely free.

Download on Google Play :

http://bit.ly/3tP6T9R

AirBrush

AirBrush is an excellent option for editing photos of people. It has many peoplefocused features such as pimple removal, skin smoothing, red eye removal, and a teeth
and eye whitening feature. There is also a bokeh mode to turn any photo into one with a
blurred background. In addition, the app has a separate camera feature that lets you edit
the photo before taking it. So you can frame your selfie in the camera and then apply
edits before taking the final product. There is a subscription for some of the advanced
features, but you get a 7-day free trial to try before you spend.

InShot Photo Editor Pro
InShot Photo Editor Pro is a pretty decent editor. This is a new style editor with
tons of things like filters, stickers, and other such effects. The app hosts all of these
effects in a store-style layout and you can choose which ones you want to download. Of
course, some of them are only available in the Pro subscription, so be prepared for that.
In any case, it lets you actually edit some photos. For example, you can retouch photos,
crop things out of the image, and it covers the other basics like cropping and so on. We
think the $7.99 per year price is relatively reasonable as long as you use the app
consistently. Besides, the developer has a bunch of other photo and video editor apps in
the Play Store.

Procreate Pro
Procreate moreover permits your android to android or tablet into a drawing
board. You can draw anything you can imagine. Pro Create offers different sorts of
sketching pens, including ball pen, pencil, brush, brush, watering can, etc., you can draw
a wide scope of conditions of lines. With these pens, you can complete a grouping of
pictures, much equivalent to using a certifiable pen drawing on the authentic drawing
board. Likewise, you'll see it more accommodating of using your contraption than paper,
you can draw pics reliably and places using this extraordinary sketching pad
In adtion of getting a charge out of a few top notch brushes, procreate offers a set-up of
imaginative artistic sketching instruments, a propelled layer system, and the
extraordinarily fast structures engine, Procreate gives all of you that you need to create
expressive depictions, rich canvases, flawless outlines and amazing sketching activitys.

Procreate Lite is a charming drawing application which lets you draw free art on
pragmatic beach sand! It's a conclusive staggering exciting drawing pad! Following a few
minutes sketching with the pro create sketching pad it will be hard for you to stop
drawing, since the result you get looks so authentic as you proceed to draw, and
conveniently practiced. Procreate is sensible for the two youngsters and adults..

